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**DR KATERINA GARCÍA (kgarcia@tcd.ie)**  
*M.A. (Charles University, Prague), Ph.D. (Charles University, Prague)*

Among her main academic interests are: the language, literature, and culture of the Sephardic Diaspora; Sephardic song as a medium of representation of diasporic culture. Hispanic linguistics, both historical and synchronic. Spanish Literature of the Middle Ages. Ethnomusicology.

**DR CIARA O’HAGAN (cohagan@tcd.ie)**  
*B.A. (Belfast), M.A. (Belfast), PGCE (Belfast), Ph.D. (Belfast)*

Her research focuses on representations of America in Spanish Enlightenment literature, with special focus on the Enlightenment disputes over America and the legitimacy of imperial conquest. She has published on major eighteenth-century Spanish writers including José Cadalso, Pedro Montengón and Manuel José Quintana.

**DR BRIAN BREWER (brewerb@tcd.ie)**  
*B.A. (Arkansas), M.A. (Middlebury College), M.A (Brown), Ph.D. (Brown)*

His research focuses on the presence of the discourses of early modern economic theory and political economy (arbitrismo) in the literature of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain, with particular application to the prose works of Cervantes and the picaresque novel. He is the author of numerous essays and articles, as well as a frequent presenter at international conferences.

**DR SUSANA BAYÓ BELENGUER (bayobels@tcd.ie)**  
*M.A., Ph.D., MIL, DipTrans (IoL)*

Her main areas of research, which are integral to her teaching and publications, are the Spanish Civil War, the Franco Era, and the Transition to Democracy, with a focus on the relationship between history and its representation in literature, cinema, and other cultural artifacts. While retaining her interest in Translation Studies, she continues examining the socio-political and literary concerns of the influential Spanish intellectual and writer Manuel Vázquez Montalbán.